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ABSTRACT

The possibilities to analyse various sports movements and activities, their techniques and dynamics are deepening and enhancing with the rapid development of modern technologies. It subsequently enables to improve and enhance sports techniques, performances and efficiency, to prevent possible injuries, to enhance training methods, and to reach sports results of higher quality. The use of accelerometry to observe, examine and analyse various movements and their techniques and dynamics in different human physical and sports activities has become of high prominence in several recent decades. The goal of the paper is to illustrate some possibilities of the use of accelerometry to analyse these aspects in the field of sport, in selected cyclic and acyclic sports. The study aims to outline and indicate a way of possible examination, observation and analysis of the data acquired by accelerometry measurements. Key words: MEASUREMENT METHODS, MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES, TECHNIQUE ANALYSIS.
INTRODUCTION

Sports performances are determined by different fitness, technical, psychological and anthropometric factors. The use of accelerometry as a research method for the analysis of techniques and dynamics of various types of the human movement and sports activities has increased in recent decades. The use of the method appears to be optimal and convenient in the field research, where the use of other methods seems to be quite difficult, complicated and time consuming. The aim of the paper is to illustrate the possibilities of this measuring technology for its wider utilization in the field of varying movement activities and sports.

The use of accelerometers to analyze the human locomotion is becoming of high prominence among experts nowadays. Accelerometry was first used to analyse basic body movements in medical research (Veltink, et al., 1996). Only later was the method involved to research in the sports environment. In 2002, the results of accelerometry were compared to the ones obtained by measuring with the optoelectronic systems (Mac Reflex system, Qualisys AB) in Sweden. The angular changes of the arms at different velocities were examined (Bernmark and Wiktorin, 2002). This comparison, as well as other comparison where the results of accelometry measurements were compared to the results measured by the kinematic analysis based on the optical principle of the data obtaining (Mayagoitia, et al., 2002), provided the results and conclusions which support the view that the method of accelerometry as highly accurate and precise for field measurements in both the clinical and sports practice.

The subsequent research focused on the use of accelerometers to analyse the dynamic characteristics of the movement. Bogert, et al. (2002) researched the use of accelerometers in the field of the inverse dynamics. Elvin and Arnoczky (2007) examined the reliability of accelerometer in comparison with the dynamic platform. In jumping, the results measured in 30 tested people by the accelerometer and power platform by Bampouras, et al. (2013) showed a high level of correlation. Other research studies in various cyclic movement activities have been carried out, such as walking (Kavanagh, et al., 2008), running (Mizrahi, et al., 2000), and swimming (Nakashima, et al., 2010, and Stamm, et al., 2011). Subsequently, acyclic movement activities have been examined by accelerometers, such as jumping (Sell, et al., 2014), shot putting (Songa, et al., 2006), discus throwing (Liu, et al., 2011) and heading in football (Naunheim, et al., 2003).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The accelerometer used in our research was designed and constructed by the author within the internal grant of Masaryk University ("Specific research, MUNI / A / 1000/2011") at the Faculty of Sports Studies, Masaryk University, Brno in 2012. The accelerometer, which was registered by the Industrial Property Office as "the utility model" in 2014, is capable of measuring the linear acceleration and angular velocity in three axes, x, y and z.

Hardware

The device consists of the printed circuit board on which the sensor MPU-6000 containing the three-axial accelerometer and gyroscope are placed. The sensor is set to the maximum range of ±16g and ±2000°/s in each axis. The sampling frequency is set to 1000Hz. The raw data is downloaded to the micro SD memory card. The capacity of the card (2GB) enables to conduct measuring for up to 70 hours. The size of the device is 60x38x16 mm, and it is powered by 3 batteries (fig. 1).
Software
The programme “SD Card Downlader” was developed at the University of Technology, Brno. The programme is set to reset interferences of the sensor in rest position. The interference values in all axes were measured at the Institute of Physics, the Faculty of Science, Masaryk University, Brno. The program “Next View 4.6 Analyse” was employed to process the data and calculations.

Measuring Procedure
The accelerometer was placed on a tested person or selected sports tool. It was fixed firmly so as not to move when the sportsperson performed their movement. When the sports performance was completed, the device was turned off and the data was downloaded to the computer. Non-filtered data was used to calculate, filtered data was used to design graphs. To filter the data, the programme “Next View 4.6”, low-pass filter, second-rank throughput, cut-off frequency of 50 Hz, filter type Butterworth, was employed.

RESULTS

Football
The tested person was a boy aged 11, a football player attending a specific sports grammar school. The experiment involved heading a football ball flying from the height of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5m from above the player’s head. The accelerometer was firmly fixed on the player’s occiput with an inflexible band so as not to move. The minus values represent the backward movement of the head after heading the ball on the forehead (fig. 2).
The results show that potential risks of head injuries may arise when the velocity of the flying ball is faster than the velocity simulated in this experiment. In spite of the slow speed, the maximum acceleration of the head reaches the value of up to \(-123,037\) m/s\(^2\). The sensitivity of the device enabled to find out the time of the head-ball contact, which took up to 5ms. The results of the experiment conducted in the U11 age category (n 20) were presented at the conference in Szombathely in 2014.

**Karate**

The tested people were 2 men. The first one aged 30 with the black belt and the other one aged 12 with the yellow belt. A basic stroke gyaku-cuki was performed. The accelerometer was firmly fixed on the inner part of the wrist, just above the palm so as not to move. The axis x was parallel with the forearm and it measured the acceleration in the direction of the stroke. The axis x also measured the rotation. The stroke was performed without hitting any concrete target. When the stroke is performed correctly, the maximum acceleration is involved at the end of the stroke, the duration of the stroke performance takes the shortest time period possible, and the rotation is involved during the last phase of the stroke.
Figure 3. Acceleration during the stroke, nonfiltered data, black and yellow belt

Figure 3 depicts the course of the arm acceleration in the stroke gyaku-cuki. The phase takes 0.15s, which is the duration of the stroke performance in the tested person with the yellow belt. Positive values show the forward acceleration of the arm, the minus values show the stop of the arm at the end of the stroke. The duration of the stroke performance, the values of the maximum acceleration and the duration of the stroke stop can be gained and calculated from the data. In the person with the yellow belt, the duration of the acceleration takes longer, and the maximum acceleration is 34.1 m/s². The maximum acceleration is 154.9 m/s² in the person with the black belt. The performances of the stroke differ significantly. The performance of the person with the black belt is highly accurate.

Figure 4. Wrist rotation of the stroke, nonfiltered data, black and yellow belt

Figure 4 shows the rotation of the wrist at the end of the performed stroke. The rotation was performed at the end of the stroke and the values of the maximum rotation are high, more than 35 radians per second in the person with the black belt. In the person with the yellow belt, the rotation began at the beginning of the stroke.
and was performed during the whole duration of the stroke, and the values of maximum rotation were lower, up to 15 radians per second. The minus values indicate the inward rotation of the hand.

**Shot Putting**
The tested person was an athlete doing decathlon. The accelerometer was fixed on his wrist. The results of shot putting from the standing position without any preparatory movement are shown in figure 5.

![Figure 5. Shot putting from the standing position, filtered data](image)

If performed accurately, the acceleration only appears at the axis x, and the acceleration at the axes y and z is involved after the ball leaves the hand. The acceleration curves in figure 5 show that the technique is imperfect. The forearm moved not only forward (the green curve), but also inward and downward (the red and blue curves).

**Cross-country Skiing**
The tested person was a man aged 50, a skiing lecturer. He had an operation in his right knee shortly before the experiment was conducted. The classical technique of diagonal stride was performed. The accelerometer was fixed on the low back to be as close to the centre of gravity of the sportsperson as possible.
Figure 6 reveals a wrong technique of the push-off phase in the right leg. The skier transfers the weight before the push-off, and thus the push-off is performed from the lightweight ski. The push-off is less dynamic in the right leg.

**Vertical Jump**

The tested person was a woman aged 30, without any sports specialization. The accelerometer was fixed on the low back to be as close to the centre of gravity of the sportsperson as possible.

Figure 7 illustrates the possibilities to use the accelerometer in jumping from the standing position. The velocity and trajectory of the jump can be calculated and designed from the gained data. The method can be also used for field measurements to monitor the fitness, fatigue and efficiency in repeated jumping. From the
shape of the curve, the involvement of particular muscle groups in the jump can also be deducted and deduced.

**Skiff**
The tested person was a woman, a junior representative. The experiment was conducted in her transitional training period. The accelerometer was placed in a horizontal position on the skiff hull behind the rower’s back.

From the curves in figures 8, the stroke phase, as well as the phase of the oars taking out of water and their above water transfer can be analysed. Regarding these two different stroke frequencies (22 and 26 strokes per minute), a significant difference appears at the beginning of the stroke phase. The involvement of the arm, back and leg muscle work differ, the maximum accelerations also vary (4 m/s² at the frequency of 22 strokes /min and 5.4 m/s² at the frequency of 26 strokes /min). The oar transfer phase is also significantly different. When the rower’s seat is drawn closer, the skiff accelerates markedly. This is detectable from the
curves of the skiff velocity in figure 9 (the calculation of the acceleration integration). The velocity values are not real; they show the velocity oscillation above the minimum velocity of the skiff (3.0 – 3.3 m/s, the average velocity at the frequency of 22 strokes/min is 4.1 m/s, and 4.3 m/s at the frequency of 27 strokes/min).

![Figure 9. Velocity of the skiff at frequencies of 22 and 26 strokes per minute](image)

These analyses can become important aid tools for trainers when assessing rowing techniques and strength abilities and their involvement in rowing.

**Ski jumping**

The tested person was a boy, aged 17, a junior representative in ski jumping on the artificial ski jump K-70, the ramp velocity of 87 – 88 km/h. The accelerometer was fixed on the tested person’s chest. The curve shows the vertical velocity of the torso straightening when taking-off. The gained data was compared with the data obtained from the dynamic platform located at the end of the ski jump, in the area where jumpers take off.
Figure 10 shows that jump 2, the blue curve, was 1.5m longer, although the values of the torso velocity when taking off are lower. The experiment was conducted repeatedly and the data analysis indicates that the jump length is not determined by the way of the take-off only. Many other factors play an important role here, among which the ski jumper flying skills are of significant importance.

DISCUSSION

Based on the data and analyses, provided by our experiments conducted in selected sports, we came to the following conclusions. Firstly, the placement of the accelerometer should be carefully considered, as stated by Atallah, et al. (2010). Since we only had one accelerometer available, its placement sometimes seemed to be troublesome. In ski jumping e.g., two accelerometers were placed (Chardonnens, et al., 2013); one on the ski jumper and the other one on the ski. Their findings showed statistically significant correlation relations between the length of the jump itself and the ski acceleration perpendicular to the ski jump. Regarding the movement and dynamics of the examined sportspeople, the findings do not provide any conclusions however. Our experiment reconfirmed that ski jumping is a multi-factor discipline, and the performance cannot only be described by one parameter.

When placing accelerometers on a tested body, the orientation of the axes towards the body is vital to record, to show clearly whether minus and plus values represent the forward and downward movement, potentially the movement to the sides. To record, to film or photograph, the position of the accelerometer axes towards the space and towards the direction of the performed movement is also desirable (Mathie, et al., 2004).

If the acceleration data is only used to analyse the movement activity and no other calculations are pursued, the following facts are essential to be taken into consideration: in vertical movements (jumps), the acceleration of gravity must be subtracted from the obtained data so that the acquired data can be relevant. The placement of the accelerometer is also crucial to gain relevant data (Elvin, et al., 2013). If shot putting is analysed, it is necessary to consider the data contamination (Songa, et al., 2006). Considering the fact that the throw of the ball is performed under the angle of 45°, the acceleration of gravity is split between two axes. Since the angle of the ball throw is usually standard in throwers, the data can be analysed and compared.
without complex modifications. Considering the sensitivity of accelerometers, accelerometry is a suitable method to analyse short-lasting movements, strokes and shocks (Lukášek and Kalichová 2014). In long-lasting cyclic sports (rowing, running, swimming, cross-country skiing, walking etc.), the accelerometry data is also helpful and beneficial, as separate cycles can be analysed. Subsequently, the impact of the fatigue, fitness and efficiency on sports performances and techniques can be inferred and concluded (Kavanagh, et al., 2008).

If other calculations are pursued from the data obtained by accelerometers (e.g. velocities, trajectories), the following aspects should be taken into consideration: In the case of a linear motion in a plane without significant tilts of the object in the vertical and horizontal direction (rowing), several-second records can be accepted. In longer-lasting performances the accuracy decreases significantly, as the contamination and errors increase even in these relatively linear motions. In cyclical movements, velocities and trajectories are advisable to calculate from particular cycles, as it is considerably more accurate. In the case of movements along a straight line which are accompanied by movements in horizontal and vertical directions (swimming, running), the contamination and errors increase significantly, e.g. in swimming up to 12 – 15% (Stam, et al., 2011). In the case of walking, the data of the acceleration and rotation can be used separately, thus the calculations do not involve any significant contamination and errors (Kavanagh, et al., 2008). To analyse movements performed multi-directionally, in which movements along the inclined plane are included, the calculations are rather inaccurate, and we declare that the acceleration and rotation data can be only used. Based on our measures and findings, we conclude that accelerometry is optimal and appropriate to use for the analysis of dynamic, relatively simple movements performed along standard, anticipated and optimum trajectories, such as in vertical jumping, springing, strokes, shocks and impacts, and to assess overloading of joints, e.g. in long jumps or triple jumps.

CONCLUSIONS

Regarding the findings provided in our experiments, we conclude that the method of accelerometry is suitable and convenient for movement analyses in all sports, where acceleration values are important parameters of the technique and dynamics of the performed sports movements. To understand and analyse the obtained data properly, the results provided by gyroscopes, recording the data about rotations of the measured segments, are supportive and contributory. All the data can also show changes in the dynamics of a movement in difficult or changing conditions, or the ones caused by fatigue.

In future research, we propose to focus on the involvement of more accelerometers to measure sports movement activities. The remote data transfers are desirable to involve, and more sophisticated software for the data assessment should be developed.
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